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“The mind of the flesh is death, the mind of the Spirit is life and peace.” Romans 8:6

“The mind of the flesh is death, the mind of the Spirit is life and peace.” Romans 8:6

I. Start with Directing Your Mind Away from the Flesh
 Clearly Identify Indicators of the flesh
___ Detracts from relationships with God and each other.
___ Cuts into healthy rhythms of sleep and work.
___ Dominates our time and directs our thinking.
___ Changes your mood, causes irritability.
 Guard what you i_____ into your b_____.
 Stop sin’s control of your m____ and its d______ s______.
“To the pure all things are pure, but to those who are defiled and unbelieving
nothing is pure; but even their mind and conscience are defiled.” Titus 1:15

II. Arm Yourself for the War of Minds
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“The sinful mind is hostile to God” Rom 8:7


Satan is fighting for you’re a___________: media, friends, culture,
pleasure.
 God’s Spirit is growing new v______ of God’s K____________.
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“We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge of
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III. Feed The Mind with the Things of the Spirit that Bring Life
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“You however are controlled not by the flesh, but by the Spirit” Romans 8:9


The Spirit f_____ your mind through p_______ and s__________.
 The Spirit f____ your mind with life through t____________.
 The Spirit f______ your mind through p_________.
Take the Romans 8 challenge! - Get the big p_________,
regularly recite, read it, write it, say it, chart it, share it!
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